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Not too sure if the rather late (sorry) cancellation of our July meeting was a first but hopefully it’ll be 

the last time this happens. It wasn’t an easy decision and I apologise for any inconvenience or 

disappointment caused but after feedback and comments I had received it appeared to that the 

likely number of attendees would be just half a dozen or so. As such your committee felt 

cancellation was appropriate. I believe I emailed everyone on the branch list and posts were made 

immediately (thanks Andy, Michael) on our webpage, Facebook page, and Stansted Google group. 

 

Unfortunately due to a few issues with my ageing frame I didn’t make it to the A-B Fly-In this year 

but I have seen the list of aircraft arrivals and whilst maybe a bit disappointing in view of the glorious 

weather there were some of interest to everyone regardless of their specialisation. Thanks to Nigel 

Kemp for the photos which he somehow managed to take despite his duties at the event. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

I have asked Phil Kemp for a few words in his role as Organiser and he reports: 

 

“ As many will know the two very hot days of the fly-in saw a marked fall in attendance, of both 

aircraft, ground visitors and exhibitors, but despite this we still received many compliments from 

those who did attend. The falling numbers and rising costs, together with a number of factors has led 

to me to advise both North Weald and the AB Executive that I will not be organising  the event at NW 

in 2019 

 

I would like to thank all Branch members for the help and support over the 18 years we have been at 

North Weald, and hope that if we find an alternative location some will still be prepared to help in 

whatever way they can”. 

 



 

 

Richard ran the branch Sales Stand on the Saturday after enlisting the help of a personal friend after 

our branch member volunteer for the role – thanks Reg - was required elsewhere at North Weald, 

and due to other commitments no-one was able to volunteer to run the stand on the Sunday when 

Richard was unavailable.  However sales levels were excellent despite the “one day only sale” thanks 

to some collector desirable photos. Our stock of books remains high though and Richard expects to 

be busy over the summer trying to cull the unsellable and those where the condition has 

deteriorated in store. Some good news is that we have a volunteer in Gary Mitchell to hold a small 

stock of our books at his home – this should assist plans to run a small sales stand at selected branch 

meetings as access to the main store is not too easy. Book sales are a valuable source of income to 

the branch and help keep meeting attendance fees down so Gary’s initiative is even more important 

and your committee would welcome other practical ideas on how we can make sales now that the 

AB Fly-In will no longer be at North Weald. 

 

My monthly missive is not intended to report on specific movements at Stansted as that information 

is readily available elsewhere including our Facebook page, and there are also Michael Jones’ 

excellent photos on our website (a couple below), but of matters of note include the now up and 

running Emirates Boeing 777 service to Dubai, with some very new examples entering my logbook. I 

have no idea as to passenger loads but maybe STN will see the A380 on a regular basis in due course. 

I failed to mention last month the new Air Corsica services – again a welcome new carrier to STN – 

but I do also notice that Primera is still suffering from the late delivery of their A321 Neo fleet and 

the unreliability of their chartered National 757s. 

 



 

 

 

Our next meeting on 7
th

 August will be our final “Members’ Evening” of 2018 and I look forward to 

seeing all you there, usual place, usual time! Then in September we commence our Guest Speaker 

programme when we welcome Sam Evans to the branch. Sam is an aircraft engineer who worked on 

the Vulcan (XH558) and who is now working on the restoration of the C-54 Skymaster at North 

Weald. The first half of his talk will be about his work with the Vulcan and the second half about his 

current work with the C54 team. 

 


